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Abstract
During the lock-downs necessitated by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, artists have been
forced to reassess their practice. This paper presents interviews from five sonic artists in
an attempt to document any changes made by artists in their practices, the practical and
aesthetic reasons for these changes, and the lasting effects the artists believe these
changes will have to their artistic practices. The artists noted that the impact to their
activities has been significant and wide ranging during the lock-downs betweenMarch
and December 2020. Theymentioned their need to diversify their sets due to the
potential of playing to the same online audience in the absence of live events. Many
artists used the lock-downs to up-skill, and some have reassessed themeaning of their
own practice to themselves or changed the direction of their practice as a result of the
lock-downs. The discussions suggest long-term impacts resulting from a change in focus
and aesthetic for some artists.

Keywords: lock-down, COVID-19, sonic art, sound art, artistic practice, online
performance.
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Introduction
This paper presents the experiences of five sonic artists during lock-down. The purpose is
to highlight the impact of the lock-down to the artists’ practices and how these artists
frame their practices. The five sonic artists are based in Ireland, Scotland,Wales and
England. The artists Stuart Brown, Vicky Clarke, Ceylan Hay, AonghusMcEvoy, and Ed
Wright were asked to provide responses to some open-ended questions relating to their
practices betweenMarch and December 2020. These responses were gathered in January
2021. The discussion that follows addresses how their practices have changed and
developed during the lock-down in 2020, what changes have occurred to how they think
about their practices, and the potential for long-term change to their practices and sonic
outputs as a result of the COVID-19 lock-downs during this time.

Sonic Practices in lock-down
The artists interviewed are engaged inmany practices as well as activities that might sit
on the fringe of their practices. Many engage as educators, facilitators, and workshop
leaders. The time-allocation or weighting that could be applied to different aspects of the
artists’ practice is something that significantly changed during lock-down, withmany of
the artists noting how the lock-down prompted them to re-allocate their time.

Stuart noted how, after a busy period, he initially took the opportunity of a break before
engaging in exploratory practice:

When the initial lock-down began inMarch I had just completed Sound and
Music’s “New Voices” 18month composers’ development programme,
premieringmy final piece of work, MNDMTH: Convergence at The
Edinburgh Festival of Sound in February, in collaboration with digital artist
Steve Curtis. The previous two years had been really busy for mework-wise
so when lock-down hit I actually took it as an opportunity to take some time
out, slow down and rejuvenate… I mostly foundmyself digging deeper in to
the software and technical setup I was using; exploring, learning and
experimenting while enjoying the lack of pressure to deliver a live
performance or finished piece of work at the end of it.

For Vicky, lock-downwas initially an opportunity for experimentation:

When the reality of the first lock-down hit and I knew I was going to be
indoors a lot, my first thought was “oh great” I havemore time for quiet
experimentation and how can I best use this time to learn new things and
maximise on the change in dynamic/tempo tomy usual time structure.

Similarly, Ceylan describes an intimate exploratory practice:

It has been an excellent opportunity to explore my collection of musical
instruments, which previously I spent more time adding to, than actually
playing, as I was always away touring. As I don’t drive, certain instruments
would never go on tour withme as they are bulky and/or fragile, so it was
wonderful to explore dulcitone, xylophone, alto glockenspiel and I also found
myself diving into synths more.
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For Aonghus, his initial response was to focus on two areas of his practice:

During the early days of the lock-down I practiced all the time andmade
mixes of slowed down discomusic for my own enjoyment.

Each of these responses suggest positive aspects to the lack of pressure or expectation
from their practices, at least in the initial phase of lock-down. The artists discuss a more
exploratory approach for their benefit and interest. This initial freedom that some have
experienced does seem to fade with time, as discussed later, and what follows is a period
of re-skilling, a re-evaluation of one’s artistic focus, and for some, changes in practice,
career and outlook.

While there are indications of stages of lock-down for the artists, this cannot be viewed
solely within their own practice. The stages encompass wider aspects including
opportunities available, what stage some different projects are at, the diversity of their
own practice, how lock-down-friendly their practice might be, and as time goes on the
financial implications from the halt of one’s work. These experiences are not universal,
however there are some common themes to the experiences between the artists.

Adjustments to Practice
Live and in-person performances were very minimal during this lock-down period.
Online events were more common place. Beyond performances, practices that artists
engaged in over lock-down depended not only on what they did before lock-down but on
their living situation, the technical equipment available to them and, whether the time
and space that comes with the lock-downwas actually what they needed in order to
engage in different activities. Many of the responses suggest a strong engagement with
technology. This is often linked to a greater consideration of visuals and audience, due to
the performance being online. This will be discussed in a later section.

Many have been working on or towards studio albums. Some have the ability to do so in
their own spaces and therefore their practices can continue in that regard. Others do not
have an appropriate space or equipment to carry out recordings at home over lock-down
and so that aspect of their practice is paused. Although studio-based workmight appear
to be lock-down friendly, this is only the case if you have a recording-friendly space where
you live. For some artists, the issue is less about technology andmore about noise in
shared spaces or noise as a result of living in urban spaces.

Ceylan, who was actively engaged with live streaming, noted the difficult technical and
space requirements for recording:

I ammeant to be releasing newmaterial in spring 2021, but I don’t feel
confident that my home recording set up is anywhere near the standard that
I attain when I record with [my producer], so I’mwaiting to see what
happens with lock-down regulations.

Aonghus also discussed the issue of recording equipment and space:

A lot of my practice is centred around solo guitar playing so in essence it
should be very lock-down friendly. In reality I live in noisy, crowded
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accommodation with little personal space so recording is not possible and
working effectively has been difficult.

A lot of my time has been spent seeking funding as I lack the financial means
to record in the way I want to or the space to work properly.

Ed noted that given the digital nature of his practice, the switch to online was an easy
transition:

I’m in the fortunate position that a lot of mywork is digital anyway so I can
still perform relatively easily. One example would be amonthly event I run
which had been live streaming to web from the stage since about 2017. When
the lock-down happened, we didn’t evenmiss a gig and simply swapped to
streaming only with performers coming onto the stream.

Vicky noted how her home environment might bemost conducive to her work:

[Lock-down] mademe think about boundaries andmodes of operation, so
what can I do best at homewithmy set up/ what only really works at the
studio. I also questioned at one point if I needed an arts studio, I’d become
used to not being there and without any live projects involving people,
interaction and the need of a large space. It mademe aware of the types of
work I can do best at home – quiet study, online coding courses.

For artists whose practice is highly collaborative, having to shift to work in a different way
(primarily online) is not always possible or appropriate. Some artists have had to consider
if it is better to engage with online performances, even if online is not their preferred
medium. Themedium is important because there is a risk that music, sound and/or
meaning could be lost through an online medium, which would be detrimental to an
artist’s practice. Not only have these artists’ practices changed, but how they think about
their practices might also be changing.

Experimentation, Exploration and Learning
Many of the artists have reported developing additional skills and spendingmore time on
technical practice on their instruments. Vicky has named this “isolation skills.” For Vicky,
this was learningMax/MSP, Javascript, and Blender (3Dmodeling). As well as improving
her technical skills, Vicky also undertook an academic course online in AI and Neural
Networks. Vicky, like Stuart, refers to this practice as experimenting and exploring. Stuart
experimented and exploredwith new software for drum triggers and soundmanipulation.
Ceylan experimented with lighting, projections, disco bulbs, and sourcing abstract
animations. Ed up-skilled on video-editing and optimising broadband connections.
Ceylan’s learning goal was to “maintain a professional standard and create an imaginary
environment that would transport an audience member to another place.” She also
mentions putting time into instrumental practice. Aonghus also had a strong focus on
instrumental practice.

In many cases, these learnings have a direct impact on the artists’ work. Some projects
took place during lock-down, discussed in the next section, and some projects are
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projected beyond this lock-down period. Vicky describes a newwork that formed as result
of her “isolation skills”:

All [the] learnings and the feelings I had during lock-down ledme to develop
the idea for SleepStates: a work in progress audio-visual artwork (exploring
machine addiction, sleep territories and sonic algorithmic control). Taking
my isolation skills and thinking about themachine learning ethics I started
to create little vignettes of audio and browser based visuals or sleep states to
try to get to grips with these feelings.

Online Performance and Audiences
Most artists have engaged with online performances. With an online performance, the
audience can be anywhere and everywhere. This clearly has an appeal and for many
artists their projects have further reach as a result of this increased engagement. Vicky’s
experience of this has been very positive. She reflects on a piece she did for Fact Magazine:

I enjoyed the experience of making this piece in my bedroom that reached so
many online. I got such good feedback that it really gaveme confidence to
developmymusic.

One of the downsides of the potential to reachmore people more easily is that it might
lead to artists needing to create significantly more content, especially where online live
performances are available for later viewing. This changes what is often an ephemeral
performance. For a touring artist, theymight perform the same set night after night.
There may be differences from night to night due to how they respond to the space and to
the audience, but it does not require much additional preparation. If a stream is available
for later viewing, then it might give the artist pause when planning to perform the same
set again. Artists with online performance are less able, or unable, to feed off the space or
the audience, and feel they have to change the set for fear that the same audience
members will see/hear the same set. This is something that Ceylan noted in her online
performances, or “digi-gigs” as she referred to them. She said that:

working online feels like it’s one audience, even when I perform for different
promoters or arts projects. I therefore set myself the challenge to compose
newmaterial for the majority of the recordings, or completely reconstruct
the flow.

Ed, who has also dedicated a lot of his time to developing visuals for live performances,
wants to engage with the audience despite not physically being in a roomwith them:

I have had to consider the performative and visual aspect of mywork far
more as we tend to engage very differently with work on a screen. In an event,
it is far easier to create an atmosphere and have a feel for audience reaction.
In addition to this attention spans or levels of investment seem to be far
shorter. At themost extreme level it is far easier to click away from a YouTube
stream than it is to up and walk out of an event.

Both Ed and Ceylan note that they believe audiences to have a shorter attention span for
online performances, as demonstrated by Ed’s comment about it being easier for an
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audiencemember to leave a YouTube stream rather than walk out of a concert. Ceylan
aims to create an “imaginary environment” because she “didn’t think that someone stuck
at home on their sofa would enjoy watching someone else stuck at home on their sofa!,”
which suggests that the performance has an element of escapism for the audience. If art is
to provide a respite in difficult times, then perhaps it must transport us elsewhere, and
someone else’s homemay not be an attractive destination.

The need to provide some respite and engage audiences with a potentially shorter
attention span seems to add additional pressure to performers for online performances.
There is an additional pressure of exposing your home space, whichmight be very private
for some artists, or having tomake it appear as though you are not performing from your
bedroom. At-home online performances require artists to expose this aspect of their lives
which theymight prefer not the broadcast. Others have noted that they enjoyed creating
material from the comfort of their own homes and even bedrooms.

While most have acknowledged the benefits of online performances and were keen to
embrace it, there was no suggestion that this would be the preferred choice over
in-person performances. However, Vicky did note that she learned that her preference is
to deliver talks online rather than in person.

Collaboration
Most artists’ practices over lock-down have centred around solo work. These are clearly
themost lock-down-friendly elements to their practices. Some havemanaged to engage
with collaboration.

Edmentioned that the ability to perform online opened up a host of new opportunities
for collaboration:

The ability to play and perform online live with colleges in different towns
(or even different countries) has opened up a host of new possibilities and
opportunities for collaboration which were previously not feasible from a
geographic or financial perspective.

While a lot of collaborations were not real-time, Stuart’s collaborative practice was
real-time. He is involved with the Glasgow Improvisers Orchestra’s large group
improvisations over Zoom. Hementions how they “chose to embrace the idiosyncrasies of
the medium and use it as inspiration to create new types of improvisation.” Being part of
this international group of improvisers helped him to “maintain the sense of being part of
a larger creative community during lock-down”.

Stuart also mentions offline collaborations facilitated by the lock-down situation:

The other project that I developed directly as a result of the lock-downwas a
new remote double drummer/electronics collaboration with American
drummer Scott Amendola called Hummingdroids. We had been following
each other’s work from a distance for a while but the lock-down allowed us
to connect properly as we both hadmore free time (and the 8 hour time
difference [became] less of an issue). We had a number of long Zoom calls,
just getting to know each other better and talking about music, which then
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led to us to begin collaborating remotely, sending tracks back and forth
which we each added to. I then created visuals for each track and the results
were shown as part of GIO Fest XIII online in November 2020.

For Vicky, some collaborative work was not possible:

A large part of my practice is participatory, I work with young people and am
amusic freelancer for Brighter Sound, I did reallymiss this aspect of mywork,
sharing skills and the hands on human interaction.

Ceylan engaged in a range of collaborative projects including a radio play, an interactive
exhibition, and an in-person project with dancer Suzi Cunningham. A lot of Ceylan’s
practice is collaborative and she often felt “cut off from others” andmissed “seeing people
to exchange ideas.” She noted how some collaborative projects had been adjusted to work
online:

I’ve been doing some digital facilitating for inclusive contemporary classical
project Sonic Bothy and gamelan-based community music organisation
Good Vibrations.

Along withMexicanmultimedia artist Laura Luna Castillo, I also co-curated an online
exhibition and accompanying compilation album of artwork, writing andmusic inspired
by extinct or endangered species, and we raised around £1200 for conservation charities
Scottish Seabird Centre and Umbral Axochiatl (in Mexico).

Changes in Thinking about Practice
Many artists reported a change to how they think about their practice. Somewere grateful
for the time and space (when they had it) to rethink and re-imagine their practices. Some
were making changes due to the economic vulnerability.

Some of the artists highlight how theymade changes for their ownwell-being or interest.
Aonghusmademixes of slowed down discomusic for his own enjoyment. Ed felt that he
was contributing to others well-being by “doing something which could bring a little bit
of beauty or wonder or simply fun to people felt like something important.”

While a lot of the responses show similarities of experiences, changes to howwe think
about our practices is the response that differs themost. Ed noted a renewed appreciation
and value to his practice. Aonghus said that:

Being withdrawn from a kind of specific/niche grouping of people mademe
consider exploring aspects of mymusic that might resonate with audiences
outside the academic/record collector/musician circles I had been
accustomed to.

Stuart acknowledged a need to have a slower paced professional life. The changes to his
practice are not only skills development, which is quite common across the respondents,
but a more focused approach to his setup and performance.

Vicky used the time to fully engage with academic study and research. She also notes that
the depth of her engagement in this was in part due to her grieving the loss of a family
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member. Vicky does not appear to reframe her practices, but rather has developed a
deeper engagement, stating:

It wasn’t a case of forging a new practice area as such, it wasmore how can I
explore what I’m interested in within the framework of these new lock-down
confines i.e. what are the tools to hand, what is interesting about this?

This does not suggest that the artists are necessarily inclined tomove away from their
existing practices. The period of experimentation and exploration seems to largely be
welcomed, as it has in some cases provided space and time for artists, but this focus has
often been to the detriment of other aspects of their practice: the canceled and postponed
projects. Ceylan noted that “she tried tomake the best of it all,” but the isolation is not
conducive to the principles of her practice:

The past decisions I made creatively were informed by a desire to be present
in the world, connecting with others and not being stuck behind a computer
screen. 2020 has certainly not worked out well on any of those 3 principles.

Long-term Changes and Outlook
The changes to approaches big and small could have a variety of long-term impacts.
Aonghus says these changes will “dramatically change what I do in aesthetic terms.”
Given the necessary adjustments to practice and the reflective period, we are likely to hear
something different from the artists compared to their pre-lock-downwork. It is too early
to say whether or not this will continue long-term, but it suggests a different sonic and
aesthetic approach.

The time in lock-down for Vicky has been formative:

The work I made during lock-down has helpedme forge this direction in
machine learning &music for the next year. I reached out to local academic
partners inManchester to tell them about mywork and was offered a
residency with NOVARS centre for Innovation in Sound (University of
Manchester) exploringmachine learning &musique concrète, also
collaborating with PRiSM at RNCM using their SampleRNN algorithm.

While music therapy is not an entirely new path for Ceylan, it does seem to bemore
solidified in her outlook:

I am hoping to retrain as a music therapist to future proof my income, and
expand the areas of my practice a bit more. I think I just have to keep
adapting and try to relax about not being as productive as I was before.

She also notes that she sees “more clearly than ever how community is at the root of my
practice.”

Ed’s considerable focus on themeaning of his practice over lock-down is set to continue
and to shape his practice going forward:

I would like to incorporate the enhanced understanding of the social and
humanitarian role of thework thatwe do. It is not always about trying to look
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clever or cool or be the best at something but it is about bringing something
to theminds and souls of those who have taken the trouble to listen.

There are a lot of positives from themove to online, though these positives clearly do not
replace a lot of work done by these artists, in particular in the area of collaborative
practice. Given the option of online or in-person performance, it seems that artists would
opt for in-person. However, they have not been given that option during this time. Given
the option for online or in-person talks in the future, somemight choose online. What is
lost in live music and sound performances appears to be less of an issue for talks and
presentations. However, it is often the networking before and after these sessions which
can be really important for artists connecting and sharing on amore one-to-one basis. It
is not clear yet if this can be facilitated online in a way that meets that need for artists.

Some artists have valued havingmore time andmay opt to give less time for traveling in
favour of focusing on their practice, particularly if an online option is available. Somemay
havemissed in-person events and collaboration somuch that they will soak up as much
as they can get when the COVID-19 pandemic is over. Whenwe come out of the
lock-downs, postponed activities and new opportunities will emerge as a burst of new
activity. However, it will likely take some time for the artists to settle into newmeans of
artistic practice.
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Interviewed Artists
Stuart Brown

I am a drummer, composer, improviser, experimental electronic musician and
multimedia artist. Currently mymain focus is on creating solo and collaborative work
utilising drums and percussion as ameans to trigger, control andmanipulate digital
sound and/or audio-visual elements in real time, challenging the traditional role of the
drummer and re-imagining the drum kit as a multimedia performance tool. website

Vicky Clarke

I’m a sound and electronic media artist fromManchester, UK.Working with sound
sculpture, DIY electronics and human-machine systems, I explore our relationship to
technology through sonic materiality, live audio-visual and browser-based artwork. My
practice/work is usually split between self-directed work and studio practice, I have a
home studio for music production with electronic hardware and home is also where I do
reading and research. My art studio at Rogue studios is where I domore hands-on work
creating sonic objects, working with electronics and rehearsing. I also work part time at
FutureEverything as the Creative Associate and was on furlough for 3 months. website

Ceylan Hay

I am quite slapdash, and do a bit of everything. Prior to the pandemic, I toured a lot,
mostly withmy solo project Bell Lungs. I occasionally guest with other groups or
collaborate with other artists, scientists, dancers, writers, film-makers, etc. In the past
few years, I’ve been composingmore for theatre & dance, and creating live scores for
silent films. The bulk of my income outside of touring comes from community music
projects, and I truly love facilitatingmusic sessions, which are usually rooted in freedom
of expression and exploring new sounds, often trying to work as non-verbally as possible.
I find it really hard to think of these multiple identities as separate, as they really inform
each other for me. They’re all about close listening and observation of other collaborators
/ participants / the audience to inform the way in which I approachmy playing in the
space we share together. I’m very inspired by free improvisation which absorbs and
reflects the present moment, and the conceptual basis of progressive music, although the
music I make probably reflects more of my interest in ambient, minimalism and folk
music, often consisting of looping textures which evolve and evolve. website

AonghusMcEvoy

My practice consists of improvisational and compositional work, it swings between both
approaches andmore often than not uses combinations of each. I’ve worked with
electronics and installations but have focused on playing guitar for the past few years. I
play guitar in ad-hoc improvising groups, long-term improvising groups, experimental
folk bands & solo. I’m interested in both exploratory and traditional approaches to the
instrument. I’ve been composing a lot of solo works for guitar and playing pieces by other
composers in the past year. While there are certain things that are common to all areas of
my practice and I think reflecting on the reasons as to why I’m doing something is
important I like to have an irreverent attitude to stylistic/idiomatic approaches. website

EdWright
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Mywork is mostly focused on a blend of electronic and live sound. I originally come from
an instrumental background chiefly that of playing the violin however through
composing I became interested in acousmatic work andmy current practice is a blend of
those two approaches. Deep down it probably draws on western classical avant-garde
routes but hopefully is a bit less “precious” than that description would suggest often
relying on homemade electronics and programming while often sitting in more of a gig as
opposed to concert format. Over the last few years I have released a number of works both
as myself and as part of an improv trio, while fulfilling a number of moremainstream
commissions. I also run and curate a monthly event focusing on experimental electronic
music, and teach violin along withmusic tech. website
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